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Abstract. The photo-electrical properties of few-layer WS2 nanoflakes, fabricated by mechanical 
exfoliation, were systematically studied in this paper. The few-layer WS2 FETs are n-type and 
possess a high gate modulation (On/Off ratio is larger than 104) and a relatively high carrier mobility 
( 3 2 1 17.1 10 cm V s− − − ). The photo-electrical properties of the device shows sensitive photo response, 
high photoresponsivity ( 3.5 /R mA Wλ = ), quick response time ( 20t ms< ), high external quantum 
efficiency ( 0.68%η = ), and high detection rate ( 9 11.7 10D W −= × ) to red light(638nm). These results 
showed that the extraordinary performance of the device based on few-layer WS2, which might open 
a new way to develop few-layer WS2-based material in the application of FETs and optoelectronics. 

Introduction  
Since graphene has been discovered by Geim and Novoselov in 2004[1], this two-dimensional (2D) 
material with typically extraordinary properties has attracted extensive research in the last few 
years[2-5]. Disappointingly, low On/Off ratio and low photoreponsivity has immensely restricted the 
application of this star material in logic transistor field and optoelectronics[6, 7]. 

Fortunately, atomically thin WS2, a new 2D material (transition-metal Dichalcogenide, TMD), has 
exhibited a remarkable On/Off ratio and a high mobility[8, 9]. Compared to graphene, it may be more 
promising for the practical application in logical device. Besides the outstanding electrical properties, 
WS2 is a direct-bandgap semiconductor when exfoliated to monolayer state, which allow a high 
absorption coefficient under photoexcitation[10].  

Although single-layer WS2 has been studied before[8, 11], to our knowledge, few has investigated 
the photo-electrical properties of few-layer WS2(<5 layers). Just as Geim said[12], even though 
monolayer graphene has plenty of excellent properties, bilayer and few-layer deserve carefully 
studying as well. Therefore, electrical properties and photo-response of FETs based on few-layer 
WS2 nanoflakes were systematically investigated in this paper. 

Results indicate that few-layer has a relatively better photo-response than single-layer and 
multi-layer. More importantly, the complexity of the fabrication process of monolayer 2D 
material-based devices, such as thin-film transistors, limits their use[13]. Moreover, a further 
advantage of few-layer 2D material is its nearly degenerate direct and indirect bandgaps and high 
anti-photocorrosion stability[14, 15]. Accordingly, few-layer WS2 may possibly be more promising 
in the application of FETs and optoelectronics. 
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Experimental Details 
Device fabrication: The transistors based on few-layer WS2 were fabricated by standard micro-nano 
technology(EBL and EBE). Firstly, WS2 nanoflakes were exfoliated from the WS2 crystals(HQ 
graphene company) onto 300 nm SiO2/Si substrates (doped p++, conductivity: 0.01–0.02 Ω·cm) 
using mechanical exfoliation technique[1]. Once WS2 nanoflakes were obtained, contacts were 
drawn using standard electron-beam lithography, and metallization was carried out with Ti/Au (20 
nm/70 nm). Ti was chosen for the strong adhesion force with SiO2/Si substrate, however, may 
causing poor semi-metal contact. In devices, the layout of the electrical leads was designed to 
measure two-probe current–voltage characteristics. 

Characterization and photo-electrical properties measurement: The WS2 nanoflakes were 
characterized by AFM to comprehend the thickness. The output and transfer electrical properties 
were measured by Keithley 4200 probe system (company: Cascade Microtech, model: Summit 
11000B-M) in atmospheric environment and room temperature (300K). The photo-response of the 
device to different wavelengths and power density and its response time could be measured by 
introducing the fiber laser into the 4200 probe system. Photoresponsivity, external quantum 
efficiency and detection rate can be calculated based on these original data. The power of fiber laser 
can be modulated continuously from 0 to 28 mW, and the spot diameter is 1mm.  

Results and Discussion 
Characterization of few-layer WS2 Nanoflakes and FETs: Figure 1(a) shows the AFM scanning 
image of our device, and the thickness of WS2 is approximately 3nm, confirmed by AFM (figure 1(b). 
As known to all, the interlayer spacing of WS2 is 0.7nm, thus we judged that the sample used in the 
experiment was approximately 4 layer. Figure 1(c) demonstrates the optical image of the device. As 
shown in the figure, the channel length is 3.979um and channel width is 1.957um. Figure 1(d) and 
figure 1(c) illustrates the schematic diagram of back-gated few-layer WS2 FET, wherein the 
electrodes are composed of 20nm Ti and 70nm Au. By applying the Si/SiO2 substrate as back-gate, 
the Ids of the device could be regulated through changing the magnitude of base voltage. 

 
Figure 1. Characterization of few-layer WS2 Nanoflakes and FETs.(a)AFM scanning image of 

few-layer WS2 nanoflakes FET(b) Terrace height of WS2 nanoflakes(c)Optic image of fabricated 
few-layer WS2 FET. The inset shows the image observed by microscope in a lower magnification. (d) 
Side elevation of fabricated back-gated few-layer WS2 FET, highly p-doped silicon serves as back 

gate.(e) Three-dimensional schematic of the typical device structure. 
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Fundamental Electrical Properties: Figure 2 illsultrates the I-V characterastics of few-layer WS2 
nanoflakes FET in high bias voltage(a) and low bias voltage(b). As shown in figure 2(a), the Ids 
increases when applied a higher backgate voltage. This is because the Fermi level of WS2 is improved 
by electron dopping from Si/SiO2 bakegate structure. Apperantly, the current in negative bias is 
different from the current in positive bias, which indicates an asymmertrical semi-contact. Linear 
region exists when applied low bias voltage. Figure 2(b) shows the output characterastics when bias 
voltage sweeps from -0.1V to +0.1V. It is clear that the current is linearly dependent on bias voltage, 
which means the semi-contact barrier does not have a significant influence on device in low bias. 
Noticeably, the dark resistance of few-layer WS2 nanoflakes is extremely high, amazingly reaching 
hundreds GΩ  (when Vbg=0V). The high resistance mainly results from the low carrier density of 
this typical material[16, 17].  
 

 
Figure 2．I-V characterastics of few-layer WS2 nanoflakes FET. (a)The output characteristics of the 

device when applyed different backgate voltage (0V to 40V), bias voltage sweeps from -3V to 
+3V.(b)Linear reagion of the device when applied low bias voltage (-0.1V to +0.1V). 

The transfer characteristic curves are shown in figure 3(a) and figure 3(b). The electron mobility µ  
can be obtained from the equation[10]: 

( )DS

G i DS

I L
V WCV

µ ∂
=
∂

                                                                                                                    (1) 

where L  is the channel length (3.979um),  W is the channel width (1.957um), and iC  is the gate 
capacitance which can be given by the equation 0i rC dε ε= . 0ε  (8.85 10-12F/m) is vacuum dielectric 
constant, and rε  (3.9) and d  (300nm) are dielectric constant and thickness of SiO2 respectively.  
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Figure 3．Transfer characterastics of few-layer WS2 nanoflakes FET. The gate voltage varies 

from -40V to +40V when bias voltage is a fixed alue .(a)Vds=-0.1V and +0.1V. (b)Vds=-3V and 
+3V. 

According to calculation, the electron mobility is 7.1·10-3cm2V-1s-1 (Vds=+0.1V) and 
6.1·10-3cm2V-1s-1 (Vds=-0.1V). However, when applied high bias voltage, the electron mobility has a 
signifancant difference in positive bias (6.1·10-3cm2V-1s-1) and negative bias (1.1·10-3cm2V-1s-1). This 
is mainly because the asymmertrical semi-contact, which is in accordance with the previous 
measurement data(figure 2(a)). Besides, the On/Off ratio may reaches amazingly 104 in few-layer 
WS2 nannoflakes FET calculated by the experimental data. Accordingly, although the mobility of 
few-layer WS2 is lower than graphene, however, it possesses extrodinary On/Off ratio, thus WS2 is 
more promising to be applied in the logic operation device compared to the graphene. 

As previous research reported[9], WS2 generally exhibit an n-type conductivity type.Similayerly, 
the WS2 device we prepared also demonstrated an n-type property. This phenomenon is owing to Se 
vacancies in the process of synthesis. 

Photo-electrical properties: Bulk WS2 is an indirect-bandgap (1.4eV) semiconductor, but can turn 
into a direct-bandgap (2.1eV) material when exfoliated into the monolayer state[9]. Unlike bulk or 
multi-layer WS2, few-layer still demonstrates an intense optical excitation. According to the 
theoretical analysis[9], the few-layer WS2 nanoflakes can respond to the visible light. Thus, 638nm 
laser light was exerted to investigate the photo-electrical properties of WS2. For convenience, the 
laser power showed in figure measured by photo-power meter (THORLABS PM100A) is total power 
of incident laser rather than the light on the device.  

 
Figure 4. Photo-response of few-layer WS2 optoelectronical device.(a) Time-resolved photoresponse 

of the device, during the light switching on/off at source drain voltage of +3V(Vbg=0V. (b) Band 
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diagram of the few-layer WS2 photo-detector taking into consideration Schottky barriers at the 
contacts. EF is the Fermi level energy, EC the minimum conduction band energy, EV the maximum 

valence band energy and BΦ  the Schottky barrier height. 

The device exhibits fast dynamic response for both rise and decay process (figure 5(a)), the 
response and recovery time (blue dotted line frame) is shorter than the detection limit of our 
measurement setup (20ms). Disapointedly, owing to the existing of defect state, the electron-hole 
pairs can not be seperated and recombined at its instrinsic properaty. As seen in the figure, the 
photocurrent continuiously grows up when exerted laser irriadition. Besides, when laser is turned off, 
the device needs approximately 300s to recombine all the electron-hole pairs in defect state. However, 
it is of no significant influence on detecting light. Here, we introduce the detection rate, defined as: 

on off

in

I I
D

P
=                                                                                                                               (2) 

This parameter can well characterize the S/N (signal to noise) ratio of photoresponse of the device. 
Owing to the dark resistance of device is particularly large, the device based on WS2 showed excellent 
performance in detection. By calculation, the detection rate of the device reaches up to highly 1.7·109 
W-1, showing its good switching performance,which could be effectively applied in measuring the 
photo-electric signal. 

The behavior of photo-generated charge-carriers of photodetector can be explained by a simple 
energy band diagram (figure 4(b)). With no illumination and without applying gate or drain bias, the 
device is in its equilibrium state, characterized by Schottky barriers at the contacts[18]. Illuminating 
the device with laser light, resulting in light absorption and excitation of electron–hole pairs, which 
can be extracted by applying a drain–source bias[13, 18, 19].  

Figure 5(a) demonstrates the Ids-Vds characteristics under different laser power, where the drain 
current increased when the laser power was enhanced at a fixed drain-source voltage (-3V and +3V) 
due to the growth in the photogenerated current with the increased laser power.  

 
Figure 5. Photo-response of few-layer WS2 optoelectronical device. (a)Drain–source (Ids–Vds 

characteristic of the device under different illumination intensities.(b) The dependence of 
photo-current upon the laser power when VDS = -3V and +3V. The inset is the photo-responsivity 

obtained by calculating. 

Photoresponsivity is defined by the equation ph inR I Pλ = ,where ph on offI I I= − ( onI  and offI  
represent photo current and dark current respectively), and ( )in laser area spotP P S S=  . Therefore, we 
applied the equation to calculate the photoresponsivity. 

( )
on off

laser area spot

I I
R

P S Sλ

−
=


                                                                                                                  (3)
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According to the data in optic image (figure 1(c))， the photosensitive area of the device 
areaS L d= ⋅ , where L=3.979um，d=1.957um ，meaning that the actual working area to be 7.787um2. 

Furthermore, spotS = 0.785mm2 owing to the spot diameter is1mm. 
Figure 4(b) shows the photoreponsivity of various laser power when Vds=-3V and Vds= +3V. The 

inset shows the photogenerated current was proportional to the drain-source voltage at a fixed laser 
power. The photoreponsivity of positive area is continuously larger than which in negative area  due 
to asymmertrical semi-contact. In general, the lower limit of the photo responsivity is determined by 
the dark resistance and the responsivity will be maintained at a constant value as photocurrent 
increase until the light saturation[20]. The photorponsivity of the fabricated device in experiment can 
surprisingly attain 3.5mA/W(Vds=+3V, laser power=20mW), which means a potential in the 
practical application. 

As for the practical application of the photo-detector, a highly significant parameter is the external 
quantum efficiency (EQE) ( )η λ .When photo-response lies in linear region, external quantum 
efficiency can be obtained by the equation: 

( ) R hc
q
λη λ
λ

=                                                                                                                              (4) 

where Rλ is photoresponsivity, h on behalf of Planck constant (6.62·10-34J·s), c the velocity of light 
(3·108m/s), q the elementary charge of electricity (1.6·10-19C) and λ  the wavelength of the incident 
light. According to the experimental data, the ( )η λ of fabricated device could reach as high as 0.68% 
(Vds=+3V, Vbg=0V) when responding to red light. 

Summary 
To summarize, we have fabricated phototransistors based on few-layer WS2. Due to the unique 
structural properties of two-dimensional material, devices based on it exhibit a high photo-electrical 
properties. The device demonstrate a high On/Off ratio (~104) and relatively high carrier mobility 
( 3 2 1 17.1 10 cm V s− − − ). In our experiment, 638 nm laser light was systematically investigated. 
Performance parameters, such as photoresponsivity ( 3.5 /R mA Wλ = ) , response time ( 20t ms< ), 
external quantum efficiency ( 0.68%η = ), detection rate ( 9 11.7 10D W −= × ) and the photocurrent as a 
function of incident power were studied. Combining our results with large-area material preparation 
methods such as liquid scale exfoliation or CVD growth, together with the simplicity of the device 
presented here, could also result in the fabrication of inexpensive, high-sensitivity and flexible 
few-layer WS2 optoelectronic devices. Possible fields of applications could include consumer 
imaging sensors suitable for low-light photography, for example in cell-phone cameras, which 
currently suffer from poor low-light performance, or in sensors for fluprescence imaging.  
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